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Desk
MD & CEO
Message from the

New Year Greetings!!

Dear Friends, 

At the outset I wish you all a very joyous, prosperous and splendid New Year 
2019. May the year be the harbinger for new opportunities and successes for 
the Indian economy, the power sector as well as the power market. 

As we commence afresh, let us take this opportunity to reflect upon the 
achievements made in the power sector in general and the power market in 
particular in the year that went by, and shape the year ahead.

The year 2018 was a special year for IEX as we accomplished a decade of 
successful operations. The journey in the first decade has been exciting, 
challenging and rewarding. The Exchange consistently performed well and 
managed to maintain its leadership position among the power exchanges in 
India. Our strategic vision, commitment and your support helped us to not 
only achieve but surpass many milestones that we had set for ourselves. 

The power sector saw robust growth in 2018. The Saubhagya Scheme of 
the Government to supply power to all households on 24x7 basis led many 
States to achieve more than 90% availability of power to its consumers. About 
6 States registered more than +10% growth in power demand. The national 
peak-demand grew 8% to reach 177GW vis-à-vis about 5% growth seen in the 
previous years while the energy met increased 6.5% since last year. Further, 
the initiatives such as UDAY improved viability of Discoms to buy more power 
to serve more customers. 

The total installed capacity increased by about 5% from 331 GW in 2017 to 347 
GW in year 2018 with renewable contributing significantly on strength of tariff 
competitiveness, supportive regulatory framework and strong policy support. 
The renewable capacity as such increased by over 18% in 2018 to 72 GW from 
60 GW in 2017.

The developments in the sector clearly reflected on the power exchange. The 
distribution companies pro-actively utilized the exchange market to optimize 
their power portfolio. The Exchange has successfully emerged as the preferred 
option for the distribution companies to purchase competitively priced power 
with greater degree of flexibility even on a very short notice. 

Improved transmission capacity rendered market splitting and multiple 
prices as the thing of the past. The volume lost due to congestion became 
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insignificant with One Grid and One Price realized on 
259 days throughout the year characterizing an efficient 
market place. 

The Exchange witnessed high liquidity for 9 months of 
the year. However, owing to coal shortages clubbed 
with reduced hydro, wind and nuclear generation from 
September to December, the Exchange power market 
observed reduced supply and increased demand leading 
to increase in prices. From January to November’18, the 
average price was Rs 3.99 per unit however with better 
coal supply in the month of December 2018 the price 
reduced to Rs 3.30 per unit. 

During the year the electricity market at the Exchange 
witnessed about 20% growth. On 29th September 2018, 
the DAM established a new benchmark with highest ever 
volume of 306 MU representing trade of about 8% of total 
generation in the country. Another key development during 
the year was registration of 23 solar generators with a 
total installed capacity of over 1000 MW; these generators 
sold solar energy through the Day-Ahead Market. 

These achievements could not have been possible but for 
the support, and trust displayed by all our stakeholders.

Looking Ahead

New Year implies new beginnings. I can clearly see the 
power market entering its next phase in 2019 since there 
has been a promising focus on policy and regulatory 
reforms, and greater expansion of renewable energy. 

The pro-market policy interventions include notification 
of revised MOP guidelines on Cross-Border Trade in 
Electricity (CBTE); intent of the government to separate 
carriage and content business through amendment 
in the Electricity Act 2003; resolution of jurisdictional 
issues between SEBI and CERC will enable introduction 
of long duration forwards as well as derivatives. These 
developments have potential to revolutionize the power 
market and promote further competition and transparency 
in the sector.  

A slew of pro-market regulatory initiatives including 
linking the deviation settlement mechanism (DSM) vector 
with the area clearing prices discovered on the Exchange 
platform and several other proposed initiatives such as: 
introduction of National Open Access Registry (NOAR) 
to streamline & facilitate the transactions in the short-
term power market; inception of Real-time Market (RTM) 
with hourly auctions after closure of day-ahead market; 
introduction  of market based  ancillary and reserves 
market; reduction in gate closure time in electricity term-
ahead market allowing users to trade near to real time 

using the exchange, Market Based Economic Dispatch 
(MBED) of all long-term, medium term and short-term 
contracts on a Day Ahead basis through power exchanges, 
are expected to take the power market to a new paradigm 
altogether in the years to come.

Although the volumes traded in the short term market in 
the last five years have more or less remained at about 
10% of the total generation, however, robust transmission, 
facilitative policies for growth in demand for power, 
plethora of policy and regulatory intiiatives, are expected 
to take the power market to new heights.

Our key focus in 2019 will be to position IEX as a premier 
service driven company, and expand footprint into new 
business areas. I believe technology will play a key role 
in allowing us to retain our leadership position. We will 
continue to invest in our technology platform, build 
stronger team and develop new products to cater to the 
evolving market needs.

We will continue to be a customer oriented company. 
In our attempt to provide the best experience to our 
customers, IEX is geared up to launch new order types 
in DAM that will allow participants to manage their 
portfolio more efficiently. We will work towards improving 
the user interface, making it more user-friendly and 
allowing a better and more efficient trading experience 
to our customers.  In our endeavor to promote SMART 
Procurement and reduce power purchase cost for 
Discoms, we are working on IT tools to allow Discoms 
to optimize their power purchase cost with the click of a 
button! 

We are also planning to introduce new market segment in 
the form Green Term-Ahead Market (G-TAM) to facilitate 
trading in renewable energy in the most flexible and 
competitive way. We also propose to commence trade 
in longer duration delivery contracts during fiscal year 
2020, as well as explore trade in derivate contracts, data 
analytics and gas. 

We look forward to working together with you in the New 
Year to take power market to a new paradigm. 

With this, I once again wish you a very happy New Year 
and hope it brings you an abundance of happiness and 
prosperity!

With Warm Regards,

S. N. Goel
MD and CEO
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RegulatoRy NeWS
MoP Issues Guidelines for Cross Border 
Trade in Electricity

Ministry of Power vide its office Memorandum dated 
18.12.2019 has issued guidelines for Cross Border Trade 
in Electricity. The key features of the guidelines are as 
hereunder:

The import/export of electricity between India and the  z

neighboring country(ies) may be through:
Bilateral agreement between the two countries �

Bidding route �

 Mutual agreements between entities. �

Tripartite agreements to be allowed under the  z

framework of bilateral agreements signed between 
GoI and the Govt. of respective neighboring countries. 

Trade to be governed by the Rules/Regulations and  z

policies framed and notified by GoI/CEA/CERC, and 
wherever applicable, the SERC. 

designated Authority (dA)

GoI to appoint a Designated Authority with following  z

responsibilities.

Lay down procedure and facilitate the process of  z

approval of trade in electricity. 

Coordinate with the respective authority of the  z

neighboring country for planning, monitoring and 
commissioning of transmission lines, grid security 
and safety and operation. 

Grant approval for Import or Export electricity may do  z

so only after taking approval from DA.

Grant approval only after taking concurrence of GoI. z

Grant approval for trade in electricity only after  z

taking into account the generation capacity and the 
demand: 

Imports may normally be permitted only when the  �
demand exceeds generation 
Exports may normally be permitted in case of  �
capacity being in excess of the domestic demand. 
GoI reserves right to import/export electricity  �
from/to neighboring countries for reason of larger 
policy interests. 

DA approval will not be required if import/export of  z

power is under the Inter Government Agreement 
signed by India and neighboring country for specific 
project. 

Indian entities to import electricity from the generation  z

projects located in neighboring countries directly or 

through Government or a Government Company or a 
licensed trader of that country after taking approval 
of the DA.

GoI may designate an Entity for import of power in  z

case of bilateral agreements.

Fuel

Generating Companies/Distribution Companies of  z

India to export electricity generated by coal or RE 
or hydropower to Entities of neighboring countries 
directly or through trading licensee of India after 
taking approval of the DA. 

In case of electricity generated from coal based  z

generating plants export from India to be allowed only 
when such electricity is generated utilizing imported 
coal or spot e-auction coal or coal obtained from 
commercial mining.

Indian power trader may, after obtaining approval from  z

the DA, trade in Indian Power Exchanges on behalf 
of any Entity of neighboring country, for specified 
quantum as provided in the Approval and complying 
with CERC Regulations. 

Tariff

Tariff for import of electricity by the Indian Entities to  z

be determined through:
Competitive bidding �

Power Exchanges  �

Mutual agreement  �

For hydro projects, the tariff may be determined by  �
CERC, if approached by the generator through the 
Govt. of the neighboring country and agreed by the 
Indian entities. 

Tariff for export of electricity through cross border  z

trade may be determined through:
Competitive bidding �

Mutual agreement  �

Tariff for import/export of electricity mutually agreed  z

by the GoI and the Govt. of neighboring country, 
involving the participating entities of the two countries, 
to be final. 

Transmission

The transmission interconnection between India  z

and its neighboring country to be planned jointly by 
transmission planning agencies of the respective 
Governments based on the need for electricity trade 
in foreseeable future. 

Transmission Access priority for import/export of  z

electricity in India to be determined as per the CERC 
Regulations.
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Transmission charges, scheduling, metering,  z

accounting, deviation settlement, secure grid 
operations involving the Indian Grid and any other 
related operational mechanism to be governed in 
accordance with the applicable Regulations of the GoI.

MoP to notify nodal agency for each neighboring  z

country which will be responsible for settlement 
of grid operation related charges as per CERC 
regulations. 

Indian Generating Stations supplying electricity  z

exclusively to neighboring country may be allowed to 
build dedicated transmission line for connecting to 
the transmission system of neighboring country with 
the approval of DA. 

dispute

Disputes within Indian Territory to be settled as per  z

the provisions of the Electricity Act, 2003.

Disputes involving Entities of separate countries may  z

be mutually agreed by the participating Entities or 
settled through the International Arbitration Centre 
as mutually acceptable.

More information: www.powermin.nic.in

MoP Issues Guidelines on Charging 
Infrastructure for Electric Vehicles
On 14.12.2018 MoP issued guidelines on charging 
infrastructure for Electric Vehicles. The key features of 
the guidelines are as hereunder:

Any Charging Station/Chain of Charging Stations  z

may obtain electricity from any generation company 
through open access.

Private charging 

At residences/offices to be permitted. z

Minimum infrastructure requirements as per these  z

guidelines do not apply to Private Charging Points.

Captive charging infrastructure for 100% internal use  z

for a company's own/leased fleet for its own use will 

not be required to install all type of chargers and to 
have Network Service Providers (NSP) tie ups.

Fast Charging Stations (FCS) which are meant   z

only for 100% in house/captive utilization, for  
example buses of a company, would be free to  
decide the charging specifications as per its 
requirement.

The tariff applicable for domestic consumption will be  z

applicable for domestic charging.

Public Charging Stations (PCS)

De-licensed activity; any individual/entity is free to set  z

up public charging stations.

Connectivity on priority basis for PCS. z

Minimum Requirements: z

PCS will have one or more electric kiosk/boards  �
with installation of all the charger models as 
follows.
The PCS providers are free to create Charging  �
Hubs and to install additional number of Kiosk/
Chargers in addition to the minimum number of 
chargers prescribed above.
Tie up with at least one online NSP to enable  �
advance remote/online booking of charging slots 
by EV owners.
Fast charging facility is also planned to be provided  �
at the PCS.
PCS can also have the option to add Standalone  �
battery swapping facilities in addition to the 
above mandatory facilities, provided space/other 
conditions permit.

Location of Public Charging Stations

At least one Charging Station should be available in a  z

grid of 3 km x 3 km.

One Charging Station to be set up at every 25 km on  z

both sides of highways/roads.

For long range EVs (like long range SUVs) and   z

heavy duty EVs like buses/trucks etc., there should  

Charger type Charger Connectors* Rated Voltage (V) No. of Charging Points/No. 
of Connector guns (Cg)

Fast CCS (min 50 kW) 200-1000 1/1 CG

CHAdeMO (min 50 kW) 200-1000 1/1 CG

Type-2 AC (min 22 kW) 380-480 1/1 CG

Slow/Moderate Bharat DC-001 (15 kW) 72-200 1/1 CG

Bharat AC-001 (10 kW) 230 3/3 CG of 3.3 kW each
* In addition, any other fast/slow/moderate charger as per approved BIS standards whenever notified.
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be at least one Fast Charging Station at every  
100 kms.

Tariff Service Charge

The tariff for PCS will not be more than the average  z

cost of supply plus 15%.

State Nodal Agency will fix the ceiling of the Service  z

Charges to be charged by the PCS.

EV PC Infrastructure

Phase I (1-3 Years): z  All Mega Cities with population 
of 4 million plus i.e. Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, 
Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Chennai, Kolkata, Surat and 
Pune. Important Highways of these Mega Cities to be 
connected.

Phase II (3-5 Years): z  Big cities like State Capitals, 
UT headquarters will be covered for distributed and 
demonstrative effect. Further, important Highways 
connected with each of these Mega Cities will be taken 
up for coverage.

Nodal Agency

MoP will designate a Central Nodal Agency for the rollout 
and State Government will nominate a Nodal Agency for 
that State for setting up charging infrastructure.

Implementation Agency 

An Implementation Agency will be selected by the  z

respective State Nodal Agency (SNA) which will be 
entrusted with responsibility of installation, operation 
and maintenance of PCS,FCS, Battery Charging 
Station and Battery Swapping Station.

Where Implementing Agency is selected by bidding,  z

all bidding will be conducted by the SNA.

There will be an upper cap on the Service Charges  z

declared by the SNA. Subsidy, if admissible from 
Central/State governments will be suitably factored in 
such calculations of Upper Cap/Bid Variable.

More information: www,powermin.nic.in

CERC Issues Staff Paper on Market 
Based Economic dispatch of Electricity: 
Re-designing of dAM in India
On 31.12.2018 CERC issued a Staff Paper on Market 
Based Economic Dispatch of Electricity: Re-designing of 
Day-ahead Market (DAM) in India. The key highlights and 
proposals in the Staff paper are as hereunder:

Issues

Under self-scheduling mechanism there remains a  z

possibility of some cheaper generation capacities not 
getting scheduled fully URS when some expensive 
generation resources are scheduled.

Day-ahead schedule of the generation contracted  z

under LTA often weakens physical and financial 
sanctity of transactions, as both the generator and the 
discom can revise schedule 4 time blocks ahead of 
dispatch without any financial liability. Thus, making 
operation prone to a lot of uncertainties.

Self-scheduling restricts visibility of low cost generation  z

available with other discoms or generators.

Costlier generation is used despite availability of  z

cheaper generation – leading to inefficiency and 
increased system cost.

Given that the discoms are not obligated to reveal the  z

variable cost of the generation that they are scheduling, 
true system marginal cost is not known.

Self-scheduling often constrains optimum utilization  z

of RE. As the visibility of a discom is limited to its 
own territory, surplus RE in the State is curtailed. 
Further, with increase in penetration of Distributed 
Energy Resources (DER) at Distribution Network 
(which SLDC and RLDC are not able to observe), 
DISCOMs would need to take into account generation 
from such sources, to ensure flexibility in the system 
while catering to net load explicit cognizance of while 
scheduling other conventional sources.

International Experience

US have over the period adopted the centralized bid-based 
pool model as market design with objective of objective of 
least-cost grid operations.

PJM

PJM scheduling philosophy for the day-ahead market is 
to schedule generation to meet the aggregate demand 
bids that results in the least-priced generation mix, while 
maintaining the reliability of the RTO.

New York Independent System Operator (NYISO)

Markets are designed to ensure that bilateral contracts  z

don’t affect the objective of meeting the system load 
with least-cost and reliable electricity generation.

Bilateral contracts consist of 40% of the total  z

electricity transactions and the rest 60% take place 
through LBMP market.

All the bids from the power exchange as well as the  z

self-schedule load and generation go through NYISO 
for centralized dispatch in merit order.

California ISO (CAISO)

LMPs are discovered in both the day-ahead and real- z

time markets and all generation and load is settled at 
these prices. 

There have been a number of contracts that have  z

developed to facilitate participation of buyers and 
sellers who are part of long term bilateral contracts. 

www.iexindia.com
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Contracts for differences (CfD) being the most widely  z

used as effective arrangement between the parties.

Midwest ISO (MISO)

In 2017, its centralized dispatch system and  
modeling software resulted in a cost savings between 
$ 229 million and $ 259 million from improved  
unit commitment among the RTO’s 30 balancing 
authorities.

Integrated European Electricity Markets

EPEX Spot, CME, Nord Pool, OMIE, OPCOM, OTE  z

and TGE have taken the initiative of integrating  
their markets and adopting price coupling  
mechanism to discover single electricity prices across 
regions.

Currently, these seven exchanges operate across 23  z

countries and are working towards integrating more 
power exchanges.

Europe’s primary initiative on integrating electricity  z

markets has been the Target Electricity Model. The 
model is based on two broad principles; Energy only 
regional markets and market coupling. 

The benefits to be realized upon successful integration  z

as per the Target Electricity Model across Europe are 
around € 2.5bn to € 4bn per year. 

Proposed Framework – Market Based Economic 
dispatch (MBEd) on a day Ahead Basis

MBED model is proposed which would function on a  z

day-ahead time horizon and schedule and dispatch all 
generation purely on economic principles, subject of 
course to technical constraints.

MBED will meet the system load by dispatching the  z

least-cost generation mix while ensuring that security 
of the grid is maintained.

The system operator and the market operator will  z

perform their respective functions as at present.

MBEd Scheduling and dispatch

The sellers (central generators, state generators,  z

IPPs, traders and discoms) would be required to 
submit offers for all the time-blocks (which can be a 
single offer or block offer or multi-part offer) for the 
following day to the Power exchanges.

The discoms would bid into the power exchange for  z

procuring power and meeting their demand.

The existing bilateral contract holders will be paid the  z

fixed cost separately outside the market and as such 
would also be induced to bid in the market based on 
their variable/marginal cost of generation.

Once the bids and offers are received, the market  z

clearing engine will seek to optimize the dispatch of 
generation sources.

MBEd: Settlement of Bilateral Contract (BCS)

The market operator would discover the MCP   z

after the bid period closes. The MCP in each  
time-block would reflect the marginal value of  
the electricity i.e. the cost of producing one more  
unit of electricity to meet an additional unit of 
demand. 

All the buyers will pay to the market operator at MCP  z

for the day-ahead demand. Similarly, all the generators 
will be paid at the MCP according to execution of their 
selected bids. 

This uniform price settlement will take place for all  z

the demand bids and the generator/sellers offers that 
are part of the day ahead period.

In case the Discoms and the Generators (tied in  z

long term PPAs) were to participate there would be 
a hedging arrangement (to be referred as Bilateral 
Contract Settlement or BCS) of refunding the 
difference between the market clearing price and the 
contracted price (the variable cost).

The buyer shall receive an amount equivalent to  z

the difference between the MCP and contract price 
times the quantum of contracted capacity scheduled 
from each of its contracted generators. If the MCP 
is less than the contract price, then it will mean 
that the discom contracted generator has not been 
dispatched and in that case there will not be any 
need for BCS.

BCS Under Congestion and Market Splitting

It is proposed to allocate the Congestion Amount to the 
entities having bilateral contracts and paying the fixed 
charges for transmission. Also bilateral contracts would 
have priority in transmission access.

Voluntary vs. Mandatory participation

The participation in the MBED model in DAM time horizon 
would initially be voluntary for the parties and after 1 year 
it should be made mandatory. 

Right to Recall

As long as the provision of right to recall prior to the 
gate closure in real time exists, the generators tied up 
in long-term contract – in the event of their having sold 
the URS in the day ahead or any other time horizon –   
will have to buy back from the RTM to meet their 
contractual obligation, if the discoms exercises the 
right to recall.
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Benefits

The paper shows saving of 11% (6221 ` Cr.) in cost of 
generation in MBED by simulations for 5 States i.e AP, 
Karnataka, Telangana, Maharashtra, and Chhattisgarh 
based on data of FY 16-17.

Challenges and Way Forward

Legal Aspects

The amendments in the CERC regulations would enable 
MBED for contracts under Section 62. However, for 
generation capacities under Section 63, there might be a 
need for supplementary PPA based on mutual agreement 
between the generator and the buyer.

Contracts in times to come

Capability contracts must be explored going ahead  z

which would ensure that capacity with specific 
characteristics and attributes is available to the buyer 
as needed. 

MBED framework will help develop the desired level  z

of capacity market in future. 

Futures and options contracts which can help hedge  z

the spot price volatility can take place ‘over-the-
counter’ or in a formal trading exchange.

Resource Adequacy (RA)

Capacity additions must be coupled with the capability  
of the capacity to deliver as needed by the system 
operator.

Market Monitoring 

Market surveillance to identify and address  z

wrongdoing; and

Market performance assessment to examine and  z

improve the economically efficient functioning of the 
market, including the efficient formation of prices 
when supply meets demand, usually referred to as 
‘price formation’. 

Price-Coupling, Margin Money and Transaction 
Charges for Power Exchanges

CERC Regulations allow for multiple power exchanges to 
ensure competition. Structurally, the same can continue, 
however for better system efficiency, one option is to 
combine the bids and offers of both the exchanges. 
This can be implemented through two alternative 
mechanisms:

Market clearing engine could be operated by one  z

of the power exchanges by rotation. Here, the said 
(nodal) power exchange could receive ‘masked’ buy 
bids and sell offers from other power exchange. The 
names of the buyers and the sellers would be masked. 
The dispatch schedules would then be notified by the 
individual exchanges; or

Market clearing engine can be operated by an  z

independent entity. All the power exchanges could 
forward the bids and offers received in their individual 
exchanges, to the independent entity. The dispatch 
schedules would then be notified by the individual 
exchanges.

The clearing house in both the above options could be  z

managed by an entity selected by the Commission in 
accordance with procedures in this regard.

The transaction charges charged by the power  z

exchanges need be reviewed with increase in the 
volume of transactions in the market.

More information: www.cercind.gov.in

gujarat DISCoMs Proposed charges in tariff for Fy 2019-20

tPl ahmedabad tPl-Surat ug/Mg/Pg/DgVCl

Charge Head uoM old  
tariff

Proposed 
tariff

Increase/ 
Decrease 

%

old  
tariff

Proposed 
tariff

Increase/ 
Decrease 

%

old  
tariff

Proposed 
tariff

Increase/ 
Decrease 

%

Demand Charges* `/kVA/mnth 335 335 0% 285 285 0% 475 475 0%

Energy Charges `/kWh 4.35 4.35 0% 4.70 4.70 0% 4.30 4.30 0%

TOU `/kWh 1 1 0% 1 1 0% 0.85 0.85 0%

TOD Rebate `/kWh 0.30 0.30 0% 0.30 0.30 0% 0.40 0.40 0%

Base FPPPA `/kWh 1.23 2.09 70% 1.23 2.09 70% 1.49 1.63 9%

Additional Charge `/kWh 0 0.28 - 0 0.14 - - - -

Wheeling Charges `/kWh 0.72 1.06 47% 0.8 0.92 15% 0.14 - -

CSS `/kWh 1.44 1.18 -18% 1.2 0.96 -20% 1.44 - -

Gujarat discoms Files Tariff Petitions  for FY20
The Gujarat Discoms has filed the tariff petition for FY 2019-20. The proposal of Discoms is as hereunder:

www.iexindia.com
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Goa, dNH and Puducherry Files Tariff Petitions before JERC-UTs for FY20

DNH Discoms Proposed changes in tariff for Fy 2019-20

Charge Head uoM

11 kV 66 kV 220 kV

old  
tariff

Proposed 
tariff

Increase/ 
Decrease 

%

old  
tariff

Proposed 
tariff

Increase/ 
Decrease 

%

old  
tariff

Proposed 
tariff

Increase/ 
Decrease 

%

Demand Charges* `/kVA/
mnth

375 375 0% 500 500 0% 550 550 0%

Energy Charges `/kWh 3.3 3.98 21% 3.25 3.93 21% 3.20 3.88 21%

Wheeling Losses % 2.86 5.9 106% 2.86 2.1 -27% 2.86 0.6 -79%

Additional Surcharge `/kWh 1.71 1.69 -1% 1.71 1.69 -1% 1.71 1.69 -1%

Wheeling Charges `/kWh 0.08 0.06 -25% 0.03 0.06 100% 0 0 -

CSS `/kWh 0 0 - 0 0.00 - 0.14 0 -100%

goa Discoms Proposed changes in tariff for Fy 2019-20

Charge Head uoM old  
tariff Proposed tariff Increase/Decrease %

Demand Charges* `/kVA/mnth 250 250 0%

Energy Charges `/kWh 4.5 4.50 0%

Wheeling Losses % 3.64 3.64 0%

Additional Surcharge `/kWh 0.88 0.94 7%

Wheeling Charges `/kWh 0.26 0.26 0%

CSS `/kWh 1.56 1.47 -6%

Puducherry tariff Petition for Fy 2019-20

Charge Head uoM

Ht eHt

old  
tariff

Proposed 
tariff

Increase/ 
Decrease %

old  
tariff

Proposed 
tariff

Increase/ 
Decrease %

Demand Charges* `/kVA/mnth 350 350 0% 420 420 0%

Energy Charges `/kWh 5.3 5.30 0% 5.00 5.00 0%

Wheeling Losses % 5.44% 5.44% 0% 1.50% 1.50% 0%

Additional Surcharge `/kWh 0.92 0.95 3% 0.92 0.95 3%

Wheeling Charges `/kWh 0.2 0.24 20% 0.03 0.18 500%

CSS `/kWh 2.32 2.73 18% 2.31 2.27 -2%
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PoWeR SeCtoR at a glaNCe 
(data sourced from: www.pososco.in and www.cea.nic.in)

The all India installed capacity grew by 5% Y-o-Y from 3,30,861 MW to 3,46,619 MW as on 30th November’18 with 
thermal capacity at 2,22,427 MW; renewable capacity at 72,013 MW ; Hydro capacity at 45,399 MW and Nuclear capacity 
at 3,46,619 MW. The installed capacity increased by 2% for thermal, 18% for renewables, 1% for hydro, and remained 
same for nuclear over the same period.

According to NLDC statistics the all India peak demand during April-December’18 increased by 8% from 1,64,066 MW 
to 1,77,022 MW as compared to the same month last year. The all India Energy Met also increased by 7% from 9,07,919 
MU in April-December 2017 to 9,68,479 MU in April-December 2018.

Peak demand Comparison of key States (MW)

The comparison of the peak demand in the key states 
during April-December’17 and April-December’18 is as 
hereunder:

Energy Met Comparison of key States (MU)

The comparison of the energy met in the key states 
during April-December’17 and April-December’18 is as 
hereunder:
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December 2017 (MW) December 2018 (MW)

Peak Demand (MW) Energy Met (MU)

April-Dec 2017 April-Dec 2018

9,07,919

1,64,066
1,77,022 

9,68,479

8%

7%

All India Installed Capacity Demand and Supply Position

States apr-Dec 
2017

apr-Dec 
2018 % Change 

Odisha 4,370 5,357 23%

Rajasthan 11,290 13,030 15%

Andhra Pradesh 8,409 9,459 12%

Bihar 4,521 5,115 13%

Karnataka 10,144 11,230 11%

West Bengal 8,137 9,130 12%

Punjab 11,705 12,638 8%

Delhi 6,553 7,016 7%

Chhattisgarh 4,169 4,416 6%

Maharashtra 22,542 23,864 6%

States apr-Dec 
2017

apr-Dec 
2018 % Change 

Odisha 21,824 25,062 15%

Bihar 20,484 23,241 13%

Andhra Pradesh 42,776 47,773 12%

Rajasthan 52,749 59,114 12%

Jharkhand 5,804 6,403 10%

Maharashtra 1,11,933 1,21,303 8%

Gujarat 82,448 89,248 8%

Madhya Pradesh 51,872 55,947 8%

Karnataka 48,330 51,520 7%

Haryana 39,895 42,645 7%
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POWER MARkET

The electricity market at IEX – the Day Ahead- Market 
(DAM) and Term Ahead-Market (TAM) combined traded 
3,156 MU in December’18 almost at par with 3,186 MU 
traded in December’17.   

On the year to date basis the electricity market at IEX 
traded 42,304 MU over 35,349 MU traded in same period 
last fiscal registering growth of 20%. 

day-Ahead Market (dAM)

The Day-Ahead Market traded 3,059 MU almost at par 
with the volume traded in December’17. While on the YTD 
basis, the DAM traded 40,632 MU over 34,185 MU traded 
in same period last fiscal registering growth of 19 %.

On a daily average basis about 99 MU were traded in 
December’18.

The average Market Clearing Price (MCP) was ` 3.30 per 
while MCP during different time-periods of the month 
was:

Morning (07:00 to 10:00 Hrs): yy ` 4.14 per unit
 Day (11:00 to 17:00 Hrs):  yy ` 3.47 per unit
 Evening peak (18:00 to 23:00 Hrs):  yy ` 3.85 per unit
 Night (01-06 Hrs and 24 Hrs):  yy ` 2.19 per unit

Avg MCP in December’18 registered 10% increase on YoY 
basis and 8% decline on MoM basis mainly on account 
of winter season leading to subdued demand for power 
particularly in the Northern and Western States.

One Nation, One Price was realized for 23 days. The day-
ahead market experienced transmission congestion of 
2.6% mainly in the import towards Southern Region. 

On daily average basis 682 participants traded in the 
market during the month. 

Term-Ahead Market (TAM)

The Term-Ahead Market traded 97 MU in December’18 
registering 25% increase over December’17. While on the 
year to date basis, the TAM traded 1,672 MU over 1,164 
MU traded in same period last fiscal registering growth 
of 44 %.
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 ReC MaRKet
A total of 3,83,873 RECs were cleared in the REC 
trading session at the Exchange held on Wednesday, 26 
December, 2018 featuring trade of 2,95,601 Non-Solar 
RECs and 88,272 Solar RECs. The trading session saw 
decline of 88% YoY basis and 1% MoM basis. In Fiscal 
2018-19 (year to date) IEX has cumulatively traded 63.18 
lac RECs over 66.77 lac RECs traded in same period 
previous fiscal representing a decline of 5%.

Non-Solar REC (registered after 1.4.17)

A total of 2,95,601 Non-Solar RECs were traded  z

with sell bid at 3,66,092and buy bid at 1,091,466. The 
clearing price discovered was ` 1,320 per REC. 

Solar REC

A total of 88,272 Solar RECs were traded with sell bid  z

at 2,54,012 and buy bid 8,65,574. The clearing price 
discovered was ` 1,450 per REC. 

Both Non-Solar and Solar REC saw reversal in REC  z

demand-supply situation with buy bids exceeding the 
sell bids.

The Discoms were the major buyers in the session  z

followed by Captive users companies and Open 
Access consumers. 

key Highlights: REC Trading Session Held 
on december 26, 2018

A total of 594 participants participated in the trading  z

session. Overall 3,464 participants are registered in 
the REC segment at IEX out of which 749 are Eligible 
Entities (RE Generators); 2,694 are Obligated Entities 
(DISCOMs, Open Access Consumers & Captive 
Generators) and 21 are registered as Voluntary 
Entities. 

The key highlights of the trading session are as  z

below:

Solar ReCs Non-Solar ReCs

Trade Volume 88,272 2,95,601

Sell Bids 2,54,012
3,66,092

(REC registered 
after 1.4.17)

Buy Bids 8,65,574 10,91,466

Price (`/REC) 1,450 1,320

No of Participants 594

total number of registered participants 3,460

Obligated Entity 2,691

DISCOMs 35

Open Access consumers 2,490

Captive Consumer 166

Voluntary 21

Eligible Entity (Private Generators) 748

Captive User
Distribution Licensee
Open Access Consumer

Non-Solar Buyer Mix

87,371 
(99%)

895 ( 1%)

Captive User
Distribution Licensee
Open Access Consumer

Solar Buyer Mix

6 (0%)82,685 
(28%)

41,036 
(14%)

1,71,880 
(58%)
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TRAdE dATA: dAY-AHEAd MARkET, dECEMBER’18

PRICe

Minimum MCP Maximum MCP Average MCP

` 3.30/kWh` 6.54/kWh` 1.75/kWh

VoluMe 1 Mu = 1 Million kWh = 1 gWh

Unconstrained 
Volume

3,066

99

Cleared 
Volume

3,059

99

Purchase
Bids

4,568

147

Sell 
Bids

 7,225

233

VOLUME

Average 
Daily (MU)

Total
Volume (MU)

PaRtICIPatIoN

Total Registered 
Participants

Open Access 
Consumers

Private 
Generators

Highest 
Participation

6,300+ 4,000+ 500+
1,410

22nd June '13

Total Volume 
(MU)

Max Price 
(`/kWh)

Min Price 
(`/kWh)

Contracts

71.49 9.50 1.95Day-Ahead Contingency

- - -Weekly

9.95 2.38Intraday 25.72

- - -Daily

teRM aHeaD MaRKet - DeCeMBeR'18
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eNeRgy aNalytICS laB at IIt KaNPuR: a CSR 
INItIatIVe oF IeX

Energy Analytics Lab (EAL) is an endeavour of 
Department of Industrial and Management Engineering 
(IME) at Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur (IITK). EAL 
presents power sector data and independent analysis of 
the Indian power sector, both from the system's and the 
market's perspective. Energy Analytics Lab is supported 
by CSR funding from Indian Energy Exchange Ltd. EAL 
is also engaged in developing in-house analytical and 
visualisation tools to help in decision-making for the 
sector/market participants, and to assist regulators and 
policy makers.

The EAL web portal has three dashboards – System 
Dashboard, Market Dashboard and Balance Dashboard – 
each designed with the aim of data visualisation and analysis 
of the relevant data. These dashboards allow users to 
select appropriate duration and level of aggregation – 
state, regional and national – for customised visualisation 
of block-wise data.

EAL's Objective

The objectives of Energy Analytics Lab (EAL) are:

To compile and archive relevant data related to the  z

Indian power market.

To develop visualisation and analytical tools for the  z

power market.

To develop a periodical Power Chronicle, in form of a  z

newsletter, for the power sector.

To develop a learning tool for improving understanding  z

of power sector, especially power markets.

To support research and other relevant activities at  z

the department/institute.

EAL dashboards

EAL's web portal comprises three dashboards, each 
displaying relevant information pertaining to the Indian 
power system and power market. The System Dashboard 
is an aggregation of information on generation, 
transmission and demand of the entire power system 
network of the country; Market Dashboard details both 
current and historical data of various products traded 
in the Indian power market; and Balance Dashboard 
contains a Sankey diagram representing the all India 
load-generation balance.

EAL's portal is under development and is adding new 
features regularly.

Energy 
Analytics Lab

data 
Compilation

Learning 
Tools  develop 

Visualisation 
Tools 

Support 
Research 
Activities

Periodical 
Power 

Chronicle
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System dashboard

All India / regional / state load  z

profile.

All India generation by fuel-type. z

Energy import (long-term/short- z

term).

All India / regional / state energy  z

shortage. 

All India renewable energy  z

generation profile.

Regional power supply position. z

Regional import with TTC/ATC  z

information.

Frequency and DSM price  z

information.

All India/ regional URS. z

State-wise demand shares  z

within a region.

Market dashboard

DAM price and volume for each  z

time-block (by bid areas). 

Monthly TAM prices and volume  z

summary for different products in the power market. 

Monthly average price in the various short-term  z

market (exchanges/traders/DEEP). 

Short-term Open Access for states.  z

Power Chronicle

Power Chronicle, EAL's quarterly newsletter, provides 
a glimpse of EAL's analytics for deeper insights into 
the Indian power sector through the understanding 
of relevant information and regulatory and policy 
developments in the sector. It aims to assist better 

dr. Anoop Singh
Coordinator, Energy Analytics Lab
Associate Professor, Dept. of IME 
IIT Kanpur
Websites: www.iitk.ac.in/ime/anoops
https://eal.iitk.ac.in/

For further information, please contact:

visibility of the sector for the participants in order to 
strengthen decision-making, regulations reform and 
policy-making in the sector.

Research Activities and Learning Tools

EAL is engaged in research activities by providing 
doctoral/post-doctoral research opportunities in the 
power sector. Through online learning materials and 
tools, we endeavour to empower sector participants with 
necessary information of different aspects of the Indian 
power sector/market.     

Other Initiatives

Centre for Energy Regulation
cer.iitk.ac.in

www.iexindia.com
www.iitk.ac.in/ime/anoops
https://eal.iitk.ac.in/
https://cer.iitk.ac.in/


PHOTO GALLERY

Mr. Mukesh Khullar, Member – MERC felicitating AEMC official 

Front row (L to R): Mr Ajay Kumar, Consultant, APPCL; Mr Mukesh Khullar, Member, MERC; Mr Rajesh K Mediratta, Director (BD), IEX; Mr. John Hamill, CEO, 
Essential Service Commission (ESC) ; Mr Mahesh Kumar Mittal, Director (Finance), NHPC; Mr Janardan Choudhry, Director (Technical), NHPC.
Back row (L to R): Mr Arvind Chaudhary, XEN/SO,UHBVN; Mr Abhijit Jayant Deshpande, Secretary, MERC; Ms Shilpy Dewan, Manager, IEX; Mr Ranbir Singh, Lead 
Engineer, TPTCL; Ms Monika Babbar, Lead Associata, TPTCL; Mr Sandeep Naik, GM (Commercial) NTPC; Mr Kishor Rajaram Patil, Senior VP, Adani Electricity 
Mumbai Limited; Ms Johanna Koolemans, Senior Program Coordinator, USEA; Dr. German Ferrando Miguel, Policy Lead (VEET), ESC; Cara O'Shanassy, Manager, 
ESC ; Mr. Andy Sharp, Manager (VEET), ESC; Mr. Anshul Garg, Associate General Manager, Adani Power Maharashtra Ltd; Mr. Steve Oh, Senior Analyst, ESC;  
Mr. Aaron Yuen, Senior Regulatory Manager, ESC; Mr. Navjeet Singh Kalsi, MD, Manikaran Power Limited; Mr Anurag Gupta, AGM-SO & PX, NVVNL; Mr Abhasha 
Ranjan Mohanty, AGM, NTPC; Mr Nitin Sabikhi, AVP, IEX.

Mr. Rajesh K Mediratta, Director (BD)-IEX felicitating Mr. Tim O’Grady, GM 
(Public policy & Govt. Engagement) – Origin Energy

IEX successfully conducted the Power Market Study Tour 2018 to  
Australia in coordination with USEA
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